Senior Projects 2004 University of Nevada, Reno

Department of Computer Science & Engineering

Schedule
Friday, April 30th

9:00a-10:45a (REL 109/110) - Student Presentations

Playlist Wizard
Dawn Haddan, Mark Harvey, Kevin Moffat, and Lou Montulli (advisor)

Message Plus
Xiaoran Zheng, Ricky Lew, Haiyang Sun, Cristi Birloncea (advisor), and Bill Rainey (advisor)

Electronic Ballot Reader
Rosa Arias, Walter Smith, Chad Feller, and Lou Montulli (advisor)

MERTIS
Leandro Basallo, Ryan Leigh, Regan Snyder, Sam Talaie, and Dr. Fred Harris (advisor)

Liberty Bell X System
Robert Sandstrom, Sean Sandstrom, Michael Mangoba, J.P. Dela Cruz, Sam Strokes (advisor), Bill Wells (advisor), and Dr. Dwight Egbert (advisor)

Redwood Online Integration System
Laura Akers, Ben Haas, Mike McMahon, Kyle Troescher, Brian Westphal (advisor), and Dr. Fred Harris (advisor)

11:00a-12:30p (SEM 203 hallway) - Poster Sessions

12:45 (REL 109/110) - Presentation of the Steve Martens Award for best in-class presentation

12:45p-2:15p (REL 109/110) - Student Presentations

Duff Network Monitor
Jake Kallman, Pedrum Miniae, Jason Truppi, David Dehls (advisor), and Richard Belaustegui (advisor)

Virtual Reno
Matt Knaus, Bob Larmore, Gian Sorretta, Devin Connell, and Dr. Fred Harris (advisor)

Trail Blazers
Daniel Collier, Sean Gilliland, Justin Reeves, and Lou Montulli (advisor)

aLive: Animated Live
Rebecca Zimmerman, Ross Simpson, Matt Spears, Ken Khor, and Dr. Fred Harris (advisor)

THETA: Texas Hold’Em Training Application
Woody Boles, Ray Curtis, Jeremy Tucker, and Harlan Darrah (advisor)

2:30p-4:00p (REL 109/110) - Student Presentations

Biological Protein Analysis Pipeline
Shirlee Bingham, Barrett Abel, Barry Gavrich, and Dr. Martin Gollery (advisor)

Personalizing Web Content
Derak Berreyasa, Jim Du, Nic Sabau, Kirk Bumenlag, and David Loeb (advisor)

Dynasty
Brent Devaney, John Kenyon, Charles Robertson, Tchad Rogers, Jeff Wallace (advisor), and Dr. Fred Harris (advisor)

Formal Euphoria
Phong Dao, James Call, Aaron Wells, and Dr. Greg Vert (advisor)

X-Shell
Olavo Kluft, Adam Olenderski, Matt Gladding, Dr. Adrian Pasculescu (advisor), Ian Kluft (advisor), and Josh Woolever (advisor)

Thank you for coming!